How to get to the Buchmann Institute for Molecular Life Sciences (BMLS)

Max-von-Laue-Str. 15, 60438 Frankfurt

Contact: Anja Sälzer, Institute Manager, +49 69 798 42501

**Directions by car:**
Please be aware that there are several University campuses in town, therefore it is advisable to follow these directions instead of road signs as they may lead you to a different campus.

**From the North:**
Follow the highway A5 to the Bad Homburger Kreuz. Take the A661 in direction Frankfurt/Offenbach. Take exit no. 6 in direction F-Heddernheim/Nordweststadt/Riedberg/Mertonviertel, follow the road (Marie-Curie-Strasse) until the second traffic lights. The Campus is up on the hill to your right, so turn right into Altenhöferallee, and turn left at the first traffic light and follow signs to BMLS.

**From the South and West:**
Follow the highway A5 to the Nordwestkreuz and take the A66 in direction Miquelallee. Take exit no. 21 (F-Eschersheim/FGinnheim), take the left lane and stay on the expressway for approx. 4 km (‘Rosa-Luxemburg-Strasse’). Take exit in direction Mertonviertel/Riedberg/A661 and follow Marie-Curie-Strasse until the traffic lights. The Campus is up on the hill to your left, so turn left into Altenhöferallee, and turn left at the first traffic light and follow signs to BMLS.

**Via public transport:**
**From Frankfurt Main Station (Hbf):**
Take any underground or urban railway (U- or S-Bahn) to "Frankfurt-Hauptwache".
At "Frankfurt-Hauptwache", you can either take
- U8 (direction “Riedberg”) and get off at station “Niederursel” or at station “Uni Campus Riedberg”. Follow directions on Campus map.
- U3 (direction “Oberursel-Hohemark”) and get off at station “Niederursel”. Follow directions on Campus map (link).

To get a ticket for the U- or S-Bahn on the ticket machine, press the button "Einzelfahrt Frankfurt", and key in pay scale area “50”.

**From Airports:**
From Frankfurt Airport, take S8 or S9 to "Frankfurt-Hauptwache", and follow directions above.
Parking is available in front of the building or on the left hand side of the building.